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What is slavery/ slave trade?

- Slavery is a state of being a slave 
- Slave trade is transporting and selling human being as slaves 
- There is a slavery called the Chattel slavery 
- Chattel slavery began around the sixteen hundreds leading to 

centuries
- Chattel slavery is a form of slavery were slaves are meant to be 

property with no right



Disenfranchisement 

- The state of being deprived of right and privilege, especially the 
right vote.  (Google)

- African slaves were rights and privilege were stripped away from 
them with no reasons

- They couldn’t even stand up for themselves without being 
beaten by their owner



Slave trade 

- The transatlantic slave trade began in the 15 century
- Where the European kingdoms were able to expand 

overseas and reach Africa  
- It's called the transatlantic slave because the Europeans 

uses a triangular trading route 
- This affected africa because their population were 

decreasing from taking innocent people as slaves and 
trading them off to other countries.

-  Many slaves were being transported mainly to the 
Americas

This is a map of 
the transatlantic 
slave showing 
routes Europeans 
used for goods

*from Landofthebrave.info



The beginning life as a slave 

- Being stripped away from home
- Being stirpped from your family 
- Africans were not allow to have a say in anything.
- They were forced to travel to other countries on a European ship 

being traded off to other countries
- Being owned as a property than having rights
- Being abused from their owners and taken advantage of 

A picture of a child and mother 
being seperated 



Auction for Slaves 

- As they arrive to their destination they go straight to auctions
- They were treated like animals with a price over their heads in a 

market. 
- Men and women bid among each other for the healthy slaves
- They were even shaved and oiled up to look healthy to make 

some money 
- They started off between five to ten dollars 
- Then went up to $1200-$1500

A picture of a slave 
auction

*History.com by Greg 
Timmons 



Conditions in the field 

- Mostly men worked in the plantation field 
- They worked in all weathers
- They have no weekend breaks 
- Worked from sunrise to sundown 
- From the hours they worked in it only ended up with a dollar .

*Spartacus-educational.com by Frederick Dogulas (1881)



Life as a Servant 

- Obeying the masters in the house 
- Keeps the house running
- Doing basic house chores like sweeping, mopping, helping to 

groom adults
- Many servants were taking advantage like being abused and 

raped by their masters

A painting by 
Christiaen Van 
Couwenbergh 
showing a story 
of how a slave 
was treated

*Sfgate.com by Annie Nakao (June 23, 2004)



Punishment 

- There punishment were crucial
-  Attempt in running away 
- Not working hard enough in the fields 
- Stealing from their masters 
- Chained in shackles to the ground 
- Being whipped for resistaning  
- Being hung and left to die 

*History .com by editor Scott 
Michael Rank



An image of a slave being punished publicly 

An image showing the horrors of slavery

A picture of “Whipped 
Peter” 

An image expressing a 
powerful message that 
everyone deserves rights 



When did slavery end 

- On September 22, 1862 when Lincoln issued a preliminary 

emancipation proclamation

-  Then Slavery ended on January 1, 1863

- Freed 3 million enslaved people
- But didn’t really stop slavery 

 *“History.com (November 12, 2009)” Lincoln  discussing his view on slaves 



Present fact about Slavery

- Slavery is still happening in today world 
- There are now other type of slavery 
- Like labor slavery, sex slavery, child slavery, and forced marriage 

slavery 
- There are still some action of slavery happening in africa in the 

current time today. 

*freetheslaves.net (2007-2020)



Since the europeans came to Africa and decided to take over, they 
decided that the Africans fit in being slaves. They were taking away 
from their home and family. There rights as a human being were also 
taken away.  Africans suffered from being a slave, like obeying their 
master and being punished in a harsh way that leads to death and 
treated nothing more than property that can be abused and 
exploited. 

Conclusion 



Thank you for taking your time 

to listen to my presentation on 

slavery and slave trade. 
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